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Griggs and Yule 
Theme on Program 
Saturday Night
DePauw Basketball Game 
Moved Up to 4:30 
For Dance
One of the outstanding young 
bands of the country, that of Bob­
by Griggs, will furnish the music 
for the long-awaited Christmas 
semi-formal tomorrow night in the 
Alexander gymnasium. B o b b y  
Griggs features “shaker rhythym”, 
a new type of music which prom­
ises to be a popular as “swing”, and 
three singers. Byron “Bucky” 
Jones, Dave Perdue, and Ray 
Ziehtns. Benny Bentfield has writ­
ten the band's arrangements in the 
style of Richard Himber and Dick 
Jurgens. The band has previously 
played engagements at the Univer­
sity of Iowa and the University of 
Minne&ota. During the summer 
they played on the R.K.O. Vaude­
ville circuit and in the Black Hills. 
They promise fine voices, real 
rhythm, and beautiful waltzes, in 
which Bobby Griggs himself plays 
his sax in the Wayne King style.
Christmas Theme
The gym will be decorated in 
true Christmas fashion by the de­
corating committee headed by 
June Selvy. Chubby Kris Kringles. 
wreaths, and Christmas trees will 
adorn the bar and the lobby. The 
famous crystal ball will play on a 
huge Christmas' tree lighted with 
varied colored lights which will 
stand in the center of the dance 
floor. More trees on either side of 
the band shell and Christmas trees 
on the programs will carry out the 
spirit of the Yuletide still further.
The basketball game with De­
Pauw has been changed to 4:3C 
o'clock (hat afternoon. so students 
who have been worried lest they 
may not be able to dance, may 
rest assured that the floor will be 
quite cl?ar of “most” basketball 
antics.
Guests Invited
The guests who have been In­
vited to the dance are Mr. and Mrs. 
George Banta. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. 
Elmer Jennings. Dean and Mrs. 
John S. Millis, President and Mrs. 
Thomas N. Barrows, and Miss Ruth 
Cope. The chaperones are Mr. and 
Mrs. Warren Beck, Mr. and Mrs. 
Fred Trezise, and Mr. and Mrs. J. 
A. Van Den Akker.
Dance Maestro Old Fashioned Charm of Dot’ 
Captivates Lawrence Audience
Lawrentians Plan 
Holiday Parties in 
Chicago, Milwaukee
Not to be outdone by the gang of 
students and alums from Milwau­
kee, the Chicago area Lawrentian? 
w ill gather for their festivities at 
the Edgowater Beach hotel on Fri­
day evening, December 23. The mu­
sic for this reunion will be furnish­
ed by the regular band from the 
Marine dining room — Sterling 
Young. This is an eastern band 
which is rapidly gaining popularity 
in the Middle West.
Reservations for the reunion may 
be made by either writing or phon­
ing Margaret Mercer, room 1743 -of 
the Daily News building, Chicago. 
There will be a charge by the hotel 
of 75 cents per person.
A similar party will be held at 
the Schroeder hotel. Milwaukee, 
Wednesday noon, December 21.
— Billboard —
Friday, Dec. 16: A11-College 
Christmas dance.
DePauw basketball game here, 
4:30 p. m.
Saturday. Dec. 17: Christmas 
recess begins.
Tuesday, Jan 3: Christmas re­
cess ends.
Wednesday. Jan. 4: Basketball 
game with Carroll here.
Saturday, Jan. 7: Sigma Phi 
Epsilon formal.
Toe basketball game here. 
Saturday, Jan. 14: Alpha Delta 
Pi formal.
Delta Gamma formal.
Carleton basketball g a m e  
here.
lesday. Jan. 17: Beloit basket­
ball game here.
Bethurum Speaks 
On English Life
Describes British Librar­
ies and Beauty of 
Countryside
Miss Frances Dorothy Bethurum. 
Edwards-Alcxander professor of 
English, spoke in convocation on 
Friday, December 9, on English 
life, especially “the things I con- 
sider<*i best in British civiliza­
tion.” Miss Bethurum returned re­
cently from a two year visit to 
Europe, living most of the time in 
England.
One of the bc.J things, she be­
lie ves** is the English library sys­
tem. for it represents the art and 
learning of that country. In the 
libraries is a continuous record of 
man's life on that island through­
out its 1300 years.
Praises Museum Library
Miss Bethurum said. "The lib ­
rary of the British Museum is in 
some respects the greatest library 
in the world.” The patrons who 
frequent the library are a source 
of pleasurable observation, for 
they vary from Medes, Persians, 
and Elamites to a superstitious 
Austrian count with flowing, blond 
hair.
But not only foreigns frequent 
the great libraries of England. The 
leading men of letters and politics 
of England study there “to get up 
brilliant flashes of learning.” 
Literary Associations
“One must be dull of soul not to 
be inspired by the daily association 
with people who are responsible
Turn to Page 8
By Miss La Tourette Stockwell
The revival of Dion Boucicault's 
dramatization of Dickens' “Cricket 
on the Hearth”, produced Monday 
and Tuesday nights by the Law­
rence College theatre, was of a 
quality far superior to average 
amateur effort. To enact a melo­
drama before a sophisticated audi­
ence without burlesquing the un­
sophistication of our Victorian for­
bears, is a delicate task even for 
experienced troupers, and to have 
accomplished this as admirably as 
the Lawrence players did, was in 
itself an achievement. The produc­
tion, however, was notable also for 
two other reasons; for the revival 
of a once much acted but as yet 
unpublished work of a popular 
dramatist, and for the skilful and 
understanding use of Victorian 
staging and stage business.
Contemporary of Dickens
The text which was used has an 
intrinsic interest apart from the 
interpretation given to it. Dion I 
Boucicault was a contemporary of 
Dickens, an Irishman, a dramatist. : 
and a theatrical producer, now best 
remembered for his Irish plays. 
The Colleen Bawn, and others, 
which established th e  “stage 
Irishman” as a “stock figure” on 
Mid Victorian boards. Boucicault 
was also an opportunist, and the 
popularity of Dickens' story sug­
gested to him its possible success 
upon the stage. With a hand al- , 
ready practiced in writing stage 
melodramas, he therefore took 
Dickens' leisurely tale, in which 
the melodramatic plot is largely 
subordinated to the characteriza­
tion. extracted with dexterity all 
its essentially jnelod>**natic ele­
ments. added a trick or two of his 
own. and thus compounded a prac­
tical stage piece.
This play, which he entitled 
"Dot", and which he himself pro­
duced for the first time. Septem­
ber 14. 1859 at the Winter Garden 
in New York, brought him much 
profit and acclaim, until the ris­
ing school of dramatic realists sent 
all melodrama to Coventry, from 
whence it only now and again 
emerges when brought to public 
notice by such sympathetic souls 
as F. Theodore Cloak and Roger 
Sherman.
Three Manuscripts Collected
“Dot” w as  never published, 
probably because in Boucicault's 
day the only sure dramatic copy­
right was a manuscript buttoned 
tightly into the breast pocket of 
the author's coat. Mr. Cloak, how­
ever, in the process of investigat- 1 
ing nineteenth century stage tradi­
tions. chanced upon three manu­
script copies of “Dot,” one with
Issues Magazine
Turn to Page 2
And Thus the Perry Girls
Enjoyed Rockford College
By Florence Perry
To the discriminate traveler 
Rockford college is but a paltry 
two hours ride from Chicago. To 
us, who seem destined to learn the 
mysteries of modern transportation 
through the bitter trial and error 
method, it was a matter of consid­
erably more than that. We learned, 
upon arriving at our destination, 
that ours had been the slowest pos­
sible locomotive out of the met­
ropolis. Never let it be said, how­
ever that those laborless, unwor­
ried hours were unappreciated. 
Lest we should forget that joggling 
along in a milk train was not a 
regular phase of Lawrentian ex­
tra-curricular activities, and that 
those stolen hours were precious 
indeed, our textbooks too too near 
at hand served as bleak reminders 
of what our student contemporar­
ies were doing within the portals 
of our distant mother institution.
Escorted from the depot to the 
college by an unusually charming 
young lady, we approached with 
awe and curiosity the quadrangle 
where 300 female students spend 
24 hours of their day. Accustomed 
as we were to the non-unity of our 
alma .Tiater, where indoors a n d  
out-of-doors are annoyingly th e  
order of things every fifty minutes, 
and where physical culture in­
spirations lead one a mile from 
hearth and home, it was difficult 
for us to conceive of an institu­
tion where the dormitories, offices, 
classrooms, dining hall and gym­
nasium are contiguous, and to ! 
which accass is gained merely by 
finding one’s way through a laby­
rinth of corriders. or possibly by 
going next door. Yea, even the lib­
rary is part and parcel of the 
cloister, and it harbors in the eve­
ning many a becurlered figure in 
nocturnal apparel.
Rockford college bears witness 
to the fact that this is not (always) 
a man's world. There the almighty 
male shrinks to insignificance, and 
woman’s emancipation comes thor­
oughly and definitely Into its own. 
(We must not ignore, however, the 
college’s professor of government, 
an import directly from Berlin, 
who lectures in the most English 
of English accents.) Efficiently and 
happily. 300 women solve the prob­
lems of life and living while they 
pursue the wisdom of the ages.
But indoctrinated with the co­
educational philosophy, we were 
still curious. “What do you do 
about dates?” we asked rather 
timidly, being careful not even to 
suggest that men have a worm’s
Turn to Page 6
JOE MORTON
Distribute First 
Contributor Today
Lawrence Student Literary 
Magazine Makes In ­
itial Appearance
The Contributor, Lawrence slu-1 
dent iiterary magazine, makes its 
first appearance on the campus 
this morning in a 32 page edition 
attractively bound with a blue and 
white cover on which appears the 
name of the magazine and a Law- , 
rence crest. Students may obtain 
copies at the Ariel office upon pre­
sentation of student activities tick­
ets. Additional copies for alumni 
and friends are available at 25 
cents per copy.
Included in the issue are original 
short stories, poems, essays, sketch­
es and pen and ink drawings by 
Lawrence students. Those whose 
work appears include Betty Young­
er. Seldon Spencer, Martha Jane 
Lyons, Robert DcBaufer, Elwin 
Wienandt. Joe Morton, Grada De- 
More. Elizabeth A. Runge, and An­
ne Blakeman. Original art work 
was done by Robert DeBaufcr, 
Jim Orwig, June Selvy, Ruth Har­
vey. Doris Robbins, and Katherine 
Kcndrick. A short story, the Hicks 
prize winner for last year by Rob- | 
ert Mott, alumnus and former 
Lawrentian editor, is also included, i
Joe Morton, Phi Delta Theta, is 
editor of the magazine, the second 
issue of which will appear in the 
spring. Associate editors are Sally 
Johnson. Ed Bayley, Muriel Engel- 
land. Robert DeBaufer, and June 
Selvy. art. John Fulton is business 
manager.
Rrokaw Council Is 
Elected Thursday 
By Hall Residents
The Brokaw council, the govern­
ing body at Brokaw hall, was elect­
ed last Thursday by the residents 
of the hall. The members elected 
by the hall councillors are John 
Hastings and Melvin Heinke. The 
upperclassman elected is James 
Orwig; and the three freshmen on 
the council are Don Fredrickson, 
John Messenger a n d  Edward 
Steinman. The freshman were 
elected by their classmates in the 
Hall. The other members were 
chosen by the upperclassmen resi­
dents.
This newly elected council will 
be responsible for all affairs in the 
hall during the remainder of the 
college year. This group which was 
organized by residents last year 
serves as a judicial body in all 
cases affecting the welfare of the 
hall.
Americans Must 
Fight as Russian 
Allies, Bouton
Calls Versailles Treaty 
Stupid and Ignorant 
D o c u m e n t
“We. the democratic nations, 
shall eventually be forced to fight 
as an ally of Russia against Hitler,** 
declared Mr. Leon Bouton, Ameri­
can foreign newspaper correspon­
dent from Berlin, in his talk. “What 
Is Behind the News in Europe" at 
convocation on Tuesday. As a re­
sult of the many European events 
since the world war, Mr. Bouton 
prophesied almost certain death 
for civilization or the other alter­
native, war.
Mr. Bouton callcd the treaty of 
Versailles an ‘ignorant and stupid 
document.’ He believes that most 
of the unfortunate occurences in 
Europe today and in the past are 
the result of this treaty, among 
them the Japanese invasion of 
Manchuria. Here begins a long 
chain of mistakes: the beginning 
of the rearming of Germany in 
1933. the proposal to stop Hitler's 
rearmament b e i n g  r e f u s e d .  
Hitler’s disregard of the portion of 
the treaty of Versailles pertain­
ing to the international use of Ger­
man rivers, the successful invasion 
qf the Rhineland and the failure on 
the part of France to do anything 
about it, the seizure of Austria by 
Hitler, the Italian seizure of Ethio­
pia, and the Spanish Civil War.
Czechoslovakian Crisis 
“The epitome of everything that 
has happened in Europe is fully 
characterized by an action during 
the recent Czechoslovakian crisis. 
Mr. Chamberlain of England car­
ried an umbrella to negotiate with 
men who carried swords”, said Mr. 
Bouton. ’The loss of Czechoslo­
vakia to Germany has meant first, 
the loss of a powerful army; sec­
ond, the loss of the freedom of the 
press; third, the boundary that 
would have held Hitler back. Aft­
er his seizure of Czechoslovakia, 
just as after his invasion of Aus­
tria. Hitler declared that he had 
no further territorial demands to 
make in Europe, and Mr. Cham­
berlin said he had brought peac* 
with honor, while the real result 
will be dishonor and war.”
The results of this “peace with 
honor” plan are many. France has 
been reduced to a second class 
power; the Japanese are flouting 
the British interests in the East; 
Great Britain is fighting in Pales­
tine against riots started by the 
Italians and the Germans; and all 
of the countries have made great 
increases in armaments.
Rumania Next Goal 
Mr. Bouton advised us to look 
ahead, and declared that Rumania 
is the next goal of Germany, with 
Poland menaced by Germany. As 
a result of this. Poland has allied 
herself with Soviet Russia and has 
made new trade agreements. If 
Franco does win the Spanish Civil 
War, he will be only a puppet in 
the hands of Mussolini and Hitler. 
As a direct result of all this, we 
are doomed to a ‘bigger and bet­
ter war.’
"Civilization cannot indefinteljr 
keep moving when told how to do 
so by dictators,” concluded Mr. 
Bouton. “We must either fight or 
submit to the kind of government 
endured by the German people.”
— Today
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‘ D o t ’ P r o d u c t i o n  I s  O v e r w h e l m i n g  S u c c e s s
Old Fashioned Charm of "Dot’ 
Captivates Tiiiwrence Audience
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
MiiKf directions in Boucicault's 
own handwriting. Mr. Cloak col­
lated these manuscripts, and the 
text used in the Lawrence produc­
tion was that evolved by him from 
the three scripts as the best read­
ing and acting version of the play. 
It will be published ior the first 
time next month in a volume of
Dickens makes his entrance very 
frequently by way of the dialogue, 
much of which Boucicault has lift­
ed bodily from the story. It is in 
the characterization, however, and 
especially through the players’ in­
terprétât iop of their parts, that the 
spirit of Dickens is most evident. 
Take, for example, Tillie Slowboy 
as played by Betty Harker. No one 
familiar with the cricket on the 
Boucicault’s plays which Mr. Cloak ; Hearth could have failed to iden- 
is editing for the American Drama 1 tify her as the person whom Dick­
ens describes as a straight, spareseries.
The Lawrence production of 
“Dot” was also significant for the 
manner in which it created, not 
just reproduced, Victorian Meth­
ods of staging. For example, take 
the prologue. For those of us who 
are ancient enough to remember
young lady, “always in a state of 
gaping" and “firm in the belief 
that diving hotly in among other 
people and effecting any number 
of concussions with them is the 
only method of footing it." Miss 
Marker to her great credit, did
Appeared in Successful \Dot9 Production
what life in America was like be- keep herself in a constant state of 
fore the invention of the movies, ! gaping, when she wasn’t diving 
in the days when juvenile spines hotly. She never for a moment 
tingled with pleasurable anticipa- left off being Tillie Slowboy, and 
tion for weeks in advance of the this consistent maintenance of her 
annual treat of being taken to the role, unusual to be found in a 
“Christmas Pantomime,’’ ‘the pro- , freshman actress,” b i d s  well, 
logue stirred fond memories. For among other merits for her future 
the dramatis personae of the pro- essays in the drama, 
logue. the fairies, the puffing cop- The other parts were performed 
per tea kettle, the chirruping with equal capability although less i 
cricket, were all very like the spectacularly so. Miss Blakeman 
creatures who traditionally inhab- played the title role of “Dot" with 
ited Christmas pantomimes. Indeed an assurance and ease of motion 
I've no doubt that it was from which belied past experience be- 
holiday pantomimes that Bouci- ! hind the footlights and did much 
cault got the idea of how to re- toward keeping the production as 
present the pervading spirit of a whole at a steady tempo. Charles 
Dickens' story, and it was in the Thompson as the clumsy, honest, 
manner of the old pantomimes that John Peerybingle, Dot's husband, 
Mr. Cloak directed the prologue. '■ trod in and out of the scene much
What matter that on Monday the 
cricket had a cold and chirped a 
little blucly. or that the fairies, 
having been raised on Hollywood 
dramatic fare, were not convinced 
of their own identity. Their spirits 
were Victorian and by Tuesday’s 
performance their acting had be­
come so also.
Even the Smell af Bacon 
Or take again that good rich 
smell of frying bacon which drift­
ed over the footlights. Here was 
no modern stage fare of bananas, 
issued by an imperturbable prop­
erty man for every known viand enthusiastic hisses of the audience, 
from lobster to cucumber sand- Bettv Lou Scandling, with the help 
wichcs because "they go down of Mr. Boucicault, made rather 
<asy.” No! Here was the good Vic- , more of the part of Mrs. Fielding, 
torian custom of having a hungry than Dickens, and did it happily, 
man rat bacon, and eat it heartily, Betty Burger gave an adequate 
if that's what the script says he's performance of May Fielding, as 
eating. did John Roddy as Edward Plum-
Or take yet again the introduc- ■ mcr. The melodramatic atmosphere 
tion of Christmas carols between created by these players was 
the acts. In the days of Queen Vic- heightened by music played at 
toria. the audience expected some- traditionally strategic points by an 
thing in the nature of a variety orchestra of four musicians from 
show to enliven the long waits the Conservatory, 
when the curtain was down and ; \  stage fairy, never seen, but
as Dickens would have had him. 
So did Wesley Perschbacher as 
Caleb Plummer, the toymaker. and 
Mary Voecks as Bertha, his blind 
daughter. The character of Tackle- 
ton Boucicault heightened into 
that of the typical villain of melo­
drama, and Warren Parker, in 
playing this part, had perhaps the 
I most difficult task of all. On his 
interpretation depended largely the 
success of the play as genuine 
melodrama, or its fate as a bur­
lesque. That he was convincing, 
was evident from the genuinely
Shews above in a scene from the production of "Dot," which turned oat to he an overwhelming success 
on Monday and Tuesday nights, are reading from left to right, Betty Harker as "Tilly," Anne Blakeman 
as “Dot,” Betty Barger as “May Fielding,” and Mary Voecks as "Bertha."
Two Productions Completed
And Yet the Crew Works on
the heavy scenery was being shift­
ed. Dancers a n d  tumblers often 
capered between the acts of Lear 
and Hamlet. The most popular di­
ver tisement, however, was the 
singing of popular ballads or songs 
appropriate to the season. The ac­
tors in the play might have been 
"gloriously apparelled in ancient 
habits," but the entertainers be­
tween the acts usually were in 
modern dress. Thus we saw Dot
whose creative ability was every­
where evident, was the designer 
of the production. Roger Sherman. 
Judging by the two plays of the 
scajon thus far, Mr. Sherman and 
Mr. Cloak appear kindred artistic 
spirits, and certainly in “Dot” they 
achieved not only a delightful en­
tertainment, b u t  a production 
which, if anyone wanted to take 
it seriously, could be regarded as 
an authoritative introduction to a
and Caleb in mid-Victorian array sober study of nineteenth century , 
while between the acts appeared melodrama.
a quartet of carolers clad in 1938 --- -----------
snowsuits, carrying flublUhta. .nd  , L e r , u r e  H e r e
singing songs appropriate to the 
season.
Such examples I could multiply 
many times over, but those which 
I have given are sufficient to in­
dicate the many details of tradi­
tional stage business which gave 
authentic Victorian atmosphere to 
this production of Boucicault’s 
melodrama.
Tilly Provides Humor 
But how about Dickens, you ask? 
Where docs he come in? Well
In Main Hall Tonigli!
An Eastman lecture on Color 
Photography, illustrated by slides, 
will be given at the last Camera 
club meeting of the year in Main 
hall tonight at 7:15 p. m.
Eastman lectures are sponsored 
by the Eastman Kodak company 
and are noted as being of educa­
tional value to amateur photogra­
phers.
MERRY XMAS & 
HAPPY NEW YEAR 
LAWRENTIANS
THE PLACE TO DINE IN 1»
1
s
ä
aa
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By Bill Hirst
Just one month has elapsed since 
Ted Cloak and his assistants pre­
sented “Excursion”, and just Tues­
day night saw the completion of 
the latest production — an eigh­
teenth century play going under 
the name of “Dot". Both were 
clever dramas and both were well 
done. As a result the cast and di­
rector received well-earned “back- 
slappings”. However, there is a 
side to every production which the 
man in the audience seems to over­
look.
That side of the production is 
the technical side which is made 
up of many committees who put 
in long and hard hours and are 
responsible for the costuming, set- 
painting, carpentry, lighting and 
make-up.
Revamped Smith House
The sets for “Dot” were shown 
in the true style of Dickens’ time. 
This work was completed by the 
building crew which spent its 
time working in Smith house. We 
should say the “New” Smith house, 
for Mr. Sherman has seen to it 
that the remodeling campaign nev­
er relaxes in moments when there 
is no production building.
The crew work this year has 
been thoroughly organized by Mr. 
Sherman so that the greater part 
of the responsibility rests on the 
shoulders of the students them­
selves. Every crew has a crew- 
hcad who takes all responsibility 
for his or her job. Each crew-head 
appoints an assistant and division­
al heads.
Betty Ann Johnson was in 
charge of costuming for this latest 
play. She corresponded with Chi-
cago on costumes and price«, 
checked the college wardrobe, 
worked with her crew, and did 
lots of last-minute sewing over the 
weekend.
A1 Haak, who handles more jobs 
than seems possible for one man, 
held the official title of “special 
effects technician”. A1 covered 
building, setting, instructions, and 
striking.
Eleanor Stadtmueller held t h e  
man-sized job of building crew 
head. She could be found in Smith 
house at all hours checking crew 
work and doing quite a bit of ham­
mer swinging and lumber sawing 
herself.
Ruth Ragland worked hand in 
hand with Eleanor, for she was 
the boss of the painting crew. Her 
crew washed scenery for the last 
few weeks, and had all scenery 
painted and ready for the ‘‘Dot" 
set.
Broward Creates Cricket
Marion Brossard was in charge 
of sound effects. Through her in­
genuity the chirp of the cricket 
and other weird noises were cre­
ated.
Mary Agnes Sheldon was prop­
erties head. She and her crew 
built, bought, and borrowed props. 
A ll properties must be handled so 
that they are in their right places 
when the curtain goes up, and all 
the cast must be checked and re­
checked to make sure they have 
their personal props before enter­
ing the set.
Other jobs of importance at the 
time of immediate production are 
make-up and stage direction. Bill 
Hirst was make-up head, and saw 
to it that all equipment, crcams.
false hair, etc, were ready for 
dress rehearsals and show nights. 
Assignment of a crew to assist on 
this committee had to be arranged, 
and the correct effects under lights 
realized. %
The lighting crew, again under 
the supervision of Ed Marcellu* 
had its hands full with special ef­
fects throughout .the entire per­
formance.
B ill Calhoun was stage manager 
and had full control of the stag* 
from the opening of the first per­
formance to the striking of the 
set. Gordon Robbins, stage carpen­
ter, was in charge of all work on 
stage and was Calhoun’« assistant 
during the performance.
KFJTI.FJ
RESTAURANT
OPEN UNTIL 1:30 FRIDAY
X
DO YOU KNOW
The demand from college-trained executives for secre­
taries with college training?
The employment and promotional advantages of secre­
tarial training for college women and men?
The value of training in a Wisconsin school for place­
ment ¡n the mid-west?
The time needed by the average college student to com­
plete a secretarial course?
An illustrated booklet containing a discussion of employ­
ment opportunities in secretarial fields for college 
students can be had upon request from the
Groves - Barnhart
School for Secretaries
802 State Street Madison
Winter session begins Jan. 3; Mid-winter session Feb. 13, 1939
FOR
CHRISTMAS
TRIPS
The advantages of Greyhound 
travel are an old refrain to thou­
sands of Christmas travelers 
who take their annual holiday 
trips this convenient, worry- 
free, low cost way. Learn this 
pleasing travel tune yourself, 
this year-—buy a Greyhound 
ticket for yourYuletide journey.
ERBACH TRAVEL SERVICE
128 N. Oneida Street 
Phone 2355 Appleton, Wisconsin
Thursday, December 15, 1931 T H E  L A W R E N T I A N Foge Three
Christmas Is Here and So 
Are Those Parties, Which 
All Adds Up to Much Fun
ffT T V  OT" — DASH — “DOT' -  DASH — there seems to be a code 
I I  in the air, or could it be the drama which has been holding 
sway at the chapel these past lew nights? If it isn’t a code in 
the air. it’s a code in the head, and I  think some of us have got them. 
.What we all need is a nice long rest in the country, or if it must be the 
city, — at least a nice, long rest (long enough to write a few term papers 
— due as soon as we get back.) Well, kiddies, it’s coming up, and then 
you'll have a chance to regain your senses of humor, and come back 
smiling.
But let’s hope we’re all smiling by Friday night, cause we should have 
something to smile about, what with a big dance and a big date. Then 
we’ll see you all on the eleven-four. Well, maybe not all, we hope. So 
that everyone will be included — Merry Christmas, Joyeoux Noel, Felices 
Pascuas, and Froliche Weihnachtreit 
Christas a* Parties
The Delts, who, among other 
people at this time of year, are 
aware of the fact that it is better 
to give than receive, gave a Christ­
mas party on Wednesday night,
December 14. Both actives and 
pledges were there to exchange 
gifts. The committee in charge was 
composed of Jack Nystrom, Craig 
Hirst, and Bob Hrudka.
The Betas ate heartily at their 
annual Christmas banquet on Wed­
nesday night, December 14, and a 
hearty discussion on religion fol­
lowed. led by T. S. Kepler. Both 
actives and pledges were invited.
Before the dance on Friday 
night, Dec. 16, the Betas will en­
tertain their dates at dinner at the 
house. Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Trezise 
will perform the duty of guests and 
chaperones.
Formal hi Preparation
Stanley Cole and Miles Hench, 
as social chairman of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon and Delta Sigma Tau re­
spectively. are planning the win­
ter formal which the two fraterni­
ties are giving at the Knights of 
Pyth as hall on Saturday, January 
8, 1930. All the plans which they 
will divulge so far are that Wally 
Miller will play, and punch will be 
served, but who knows what New 
Year's resolutions will bring?
One of the first parties of the 
new year will be given by the 
pledges of Beta Theta Pi on Fri­
day n'qht. January 7. James Buch­
anan is in charge of the arrange­
ments.
On Thursday, December 15. the 
Alpha Chi Omegas are having a 
Christmas party in the rooms. The 
pledges are in charge of the ar­
rangements.
Thr Delta Gammas were enter­
tained by the Kappa Alpha The- 
tas on Sunday, December 11. Eliza­
beth Sewell played a modern 
piano composition. The chairman 
was Allyn—Joy Austin.
Since December 10, another Kap­
pa Alpha Theta winter formal is 
just a memory. With Wally Mill­
er’s orchestra and June Solvy’s 
deconitions, the Masonic Temple 
seemed the perfect setting. The 
chaperones were Mr. and Mrs. W.
Beck and Mr. and Mrs. Douglas, 
while guests included Mr. and Mrs.
Millis, Mr. and Mrs. Barrows and 
Miss Ann Jones.
White Elephant Party
The Kappa Alpha Thetas had a 
White elephant party on Wednes­
day, December 14. TTie alumnae 
were in charge, and staged it at 
the Banta home in Menasha.
Elizabeth Holt is in charge of 
the Delta Gamma Christmas party.
Bethurum, Waples. 
Palmer Guests at 
Sage Festivities
A Christmas party, at which 
Miss Palmer, instructor in German, 
and Miss Bethurum and Miss 
Waples, professors of English, were 
guests was given by the Sageites 
in their dining room last night.
Betty Hotchkiss, accompanied 
by Catherine Helmer at the piano, 
whistled “Jingle Bells.” Betty Lou 
Seandling sang a solo and led 
Christmas carols between courses 
of the dinner. A trio of singers, 
Maureen May. Adine Clare, and 
Catherine Helmer also sang. Kath­
ryn Tuehscherer gave a Christmas 
reading.
Miss Wiegand, associate profes­
sor of Latin and faculty advisor of 
Sage, and June Selvy, social chair­
man. planned the program which 
was carried out by the social com­
mittee. Marguerite Gottschalk and 
Adine Clare.
Miss Wiegand has arranged a 
surprise for the Sage girls tonight 
after eleven o’clock.
June Selvy announces t h a t  
March 4 is the tentative date for 
the Sage formal.
SPEAKS TOMORROW
W. F. Raney, professor of Eur­
opean and English history, will 
speak at the reunion of a high 
school debating club in Oshkosh 
on Friday ni«ht. He will discuss 
European politics.
to be held Thursday evening at 
their rooms.
The Conway Hotel was the set­
ting of the Kappa Delta formal, 
held December 10. Mr. and Mrs. 
Daniels and Mr. and Mrs. C. Deak- 
ins were chaperones, and Mr. and 
Mrs. J. S. Millis and Mr. and Mrs. 
T. Barrows were guests.
Actives and pledges of Sigma 
Alpha Iota h a d  their annual 
Christmas party early Wednesday 
evening at which time gifts were 
exchanged. Later members of the 
sorority and Phi Mu Alpha went 
caroling. Conservatory faculty and 
patients of St. Elizabeth Hospital 
were serenaded. Then all returned 
to the Dean’s studio at the Con­
servatory for refreshments.
The Kappa Deltas are having a 
Christmas party in their rooms on 
December 15. Marion Binzell is 
chairman.
Contributor is Out!
When going to a party, 
dance or game
CALL 333
CHECKER CAB CO.
1 to 5 p aucngtrs............25c
i
Come in end See Our
CHRISTMAS CANDIES
Which We Now Hove on Display
TEA ROOM 
and RESTAURANT
GOOD FOOD AT MODERATE PRICES 
114 E. College Ave.
R EV IEW imtheEVIEWS
.With “Ibby” Holt.
C
OMING to the Appleton to­
morrow is “Little Tough 
Guys In Society” starring 
Mischa Auer, Mary Boland, Ed­
ward Everett Horton, Frankie 
Thomas, and Jackie Searl. A gay, 
fast moving story, well acted and 
produced, it has as many laughs 
in a carload as Old Gold’s haven’t 
coughs. With Mischa Auer looking 
blue. Mary Boland confused and 
E. E. Horton just plain dumb, you 
don’t even need the dialogue to 
raise a laugh — and with the dia­
logue, you’ll laugh till you’ll have 
to go to the Infirm instead of the 
dance. If you’re feeling low and 
that Shakespeare paper has you 
hunting for words instead of sheep, 
“Little Tough Guys In Society” 
will be a better pick-up for the 
Christmas festivities than Dick’s.
* * * 
i i T  ** 1 Were King”, the story of I  the French beggar - poet, 
Francois Villon, comes to the 
Rio this Friday, with Ronald Col- 
man in the leading role. A gay, ex­
citing story of love and letters, it 
is sure to be worth seeing. Villon, 
the king of the beggars, inadver­
tently kills the worst traitor of the 
king in a tavern brawl, and is 
made Grand Constable of France 
for the service. He saves France 
from Burgundy, falls in love with 
and wins the love of a princess, 
and is finally exiled by his ene­
mies. It is worth it, however, for 
the princess follows him. Francis 
Dee as the princess, Basil Rath- 
bone as the king, and Ellen Drew 
as his beggar love provide a bril­
liant supporting cas.t “If I Were 
King” is a picture you shouldn’t 
miss—not even if you have to cut 
out the dance.
On the screen with “If I Were 
King" is “Peck’s Bad Boy At the 
Circus”, starring Tommy Kelly and 
Edgar Kennedy. It is a rollicking 
picture as may be guessed by the 
title, and full of laughs.
And now for the real feature— 
“Ferdinand the Bull”—and does he 
throw the bull! You've been hear­
ing about him all year, and now’s 
your chance to see him.
SttH'kuell Entertains 
Friends at Tea Party
Last Thursday. December 8. Miss 
La Tourette Stockwell, instructor 
in English, with the help of the 
Peabody girls entertained her 
friends at a chocolate party.
The girls acted as hostesses and 
entertainers. They sang carols 
twice during the afternoon, and 
solos were rendered by Margaret 
Nelson and Carmen Campbell.
The room was attractively deco­
rated with red candles and ever­
green boughs, with cookies nestled 
among them. The crackling fire in 
the fireplace made the atmosphere 
.Christmasy and congenial.
The Misses Dorothy Martin and 
Katherine Kendrick poured.
STARTS SATURDAY
If Santa Forgets the Ariel,
Someone Is Sure to be Sore
Dear Santa:
You know that it is getting 
around to that time of year when 
all good people begin piling letters 
into your mail box all crammed 
with, shall we say, “special re­
quests”. Now we think we're pret­
ty good so decided to add our bit 
to your stack.
First of all. we’d like you to in­
clude in your annual pack a couple 
of good looking males—not the 
kind that Uncle Sam handle«, you 
understand. This office seems to be 
quite lacking this year and the 
photographer and editor seem to be 
quite lonesome at times.
Also, you might throw in a new 
typewriter. We have three, b u t  
one sticks and the other two aren’t 
so hot eithed. Then just to add to 
that “homey” atmosphere we have 
created around here this year, you 
might bring a set of Venetian 
blinds for our windows. They’re 
quite the thing in these parts.
Ruth Perry also is asking for a 
new wheel-barrow — one of those 
with the rubber tires that you 
pump up. She is having a terrible 
time hauling all of her junk that 
is neccessary to take pictures for 
this super bit of literary work 
around town. Stocker, has his 
stocking (the black one with the 
hole in the toe) hung on the water 
pipe. He'd like to come dowA 
Christmas morning and find oodles 
and oodles of nice fat juicy ad­
vertisement contracts stuffed into 
it.
While you’re down this way you 
might slip a couple of chairs into 
those stockings which are hanging 
on the filing cabinet—they belong 
to Chief Pelt on and her cohort 
Perry. This is a most urgent re­
quest in as much as Johnson and 
his “shiffless skonks” from the 
other end of the hall pulled a raid 
one night and copped all our good 
chairs and left only those with 
nails in ’em—which accounts for 
the fact that the female side of 
this organization is considering go­
ing stockingless—all our present 
ones have runs in ’em.
Now, of course, you realize this 
isn't so very much of a request 
from such an outstanding collec­
tion of big gunners.
Your old friend. 
The Ariel
Dear Santa:
There are also a few things that 
we of the Lawrentian staff would 
like you to bring the Ariel. One of 
them is a staff. They have a pretty 
good one now, but they’re all stol­
en from OUR confines! Certainly 
you must havp enough would-be 
journalists getting under your feet 
up there in your hang-out. They 
don’t have to be so very good, be­
cause after all, they are only for 
the Ariel.
The second thing that we have 
on our list for the Ariel is a d in ­
ing room table. They seem to have 
gone social down in that dive 
which they affectionately call an 
office, and have taken to throwing 
swank supper parties. When such 
a social event comes off, they have 
gotten into the worse habit of com­
ing down to our office, where peo­
ple really work, and borrowing our 
staff table. Not only do they forget 
to return it. but take the liberty of 
breaking off all the spindles that 
we have so patiently attached onto 
it.
The prize came just lately San­
ta! They were trying to boil peas 
at one of those blowouts, and add­
ed to it by blowing out the fuse in 
their joint. To make matters worse 
they came down and tried th e  
healer on OUR sockets—and blew 
them out too. Here it was Satur­
day night and no lights—with the 
janitor gone hunting and no key 
to the fuse box in Appleton. You 
can imagine the thoughts that went 
through our heads as we had to 
do our work Sunday night under 
candle light! We tell you, Kris, 
there just ain't no justice.
Last, but far from least, please, 
please, old Santa, bring that gang 
of hoodlums a telephone! For years 
now they have been coming down 
here and running up our telephone 
bill! It wouldn’t be so very bad if 
they’d stick to Appleton, but last 
year they even phoned Chicago. 
Now even you must admit that 
that is too much.
Thanks for your time, old Nick, 
and do a decent bunch of serious 
minded newspapermen a good 
turn!
A friend in need,
The Lawrentian
$300 U p
GIFT SET
A  S ix-L oop Km y-Tainer a n d  m atching **S titch lesa’’ B illfo ld
Locked Loo pa that really lock your 
keys in  the BUXTON Key-Tainer — 
yet allow both loop and key to be 
instantly detached.
And the famous Stitchlees con­
struction that insures the BUXTON 
Billfold for the life of its long-wear­
ing leather.
Add to these featuree the stunning  
BUXTON G ift Box in maroon and 
yold — and you have just about the 
prise gift of 1937 for anybody! BUX­
TON Combination Sets come in a 
wide selection of genuine leathers 
— from $3.00 to $50.00.
The Pettibone Peabody Co.
r
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Students Offered 
Athletic Opportunity
IN an effort to stimulate greater student use of college athletic facilities, Coach A. C. Denney has announced that students 
not taking physical education for credit 
may have the advantage of coaches' in­
struction in almost any desired activity. 
This is an opportunity which most stu­
dents will be unwise to pass up.
Too many individuals unconsciously 
relinquish their opportunities for athletic 
participation when they are no longer re­
quired to take physical education for 
credit in their junior and senior years. In 
the first two years during which this is 
required most students do not have time 
to learn and become proficient in all the 
sports for which equipment is available, 
and Mr. Denney’s announcement now 
makes this *‘post graduate” instruction 
available.
Another project which has proved val­
uable is that of mixed swims every Satur­
day afternoon, and while many are 
making use of this privilege, the oppor­
tunity still remains for many more to 
participate.
Survey Shows 
Youth Not Radical
MR. DIES, the D.A.R. and the Ameri­can Legion need tremble no longer over reports that American college youth 
is radical. A survey conducted by Dr. 
Krland Nelson, psychologist at Newberry 
college, South Carolina, measured stu­
dent opinion at 22 colleges and found that 
on the whole student opinion is well to 
the i ight of center.
Dr. Nelson's findings do not surprise 
the socially-conscious who have long be­
wailed the fact college students are a 
phlegmatic group, too busy pursuing a 
vocation to have time for such dull and 
unimportant matters as social and politi­
cal problems.
Although momentarily disturbed when 
exposed to liberal influence, students 
swing back to the middle by their senior 
years. Dr. Nelson reports. Can it be our 
colleges, rather than instilling in students 
an intellectual curiosity, are training them 
to be defenders of the status quo?
If the findings of Dr. Nelson are accur­
ate, college students as a group are to be 
condemned. Radicalism and liberalism 
are forerunners of progress. From scho­
lars come thinkers and from thinkers 
come the liberals and radicals (not nec­
essarily political), i. e. persons who favor 
a departure from the status quo. Con­
servatism and reaction lead to a sterile so­
ciety, ard college students should be the 
last segment in society to wish upon them­
selves intellectual stagnation.
—Minnesota Daily.
GRIN AND BEAR IT
By Lichty E erryscoops
“Isn't It marvelous what they can make out of odd* and ends!**
I ¿ f t * 'n  The DOGHOUSE
The Law rentian  Invites student* and 
faculty a like  to use this colum n for an 
expression of their views on matters 
of common interest. Contributors are 
subject only to the restrirtion that 
there shall be no libel and that the 
If nk I h of articles be w ith in  reason­
able bounds. Articles w ill be accepted 
up to 5 p. m. of the Sunday preceding 
the Thursday of publication Contri­
butions must be signed as an evidence 
of good fa ith , but the ru tlio rsh ip  w ill 
not be d ivulged unless so desired by 
the writer. The editors are not respon­
sible for any expression of opinion 
though the So They Say columns, and 
such opinion is in no way related to 
the ed itoria l policy of the paper.
Ormsby Hall 
Lawrence College, 
December 12, 1938.
Dear Mom:
The more I see of this school, the bet­
ter I like it. Not only do we have a hand­
some President, who knows how to dress 
and when; a dean who is sympathetic and 
always ready to listen if you want an 
extra weekend off or have inadvertently 
taken a few extra cuts; professors who 
grade easier than those at twelve other 
schools; but we also have every opportu­
nity to further ourselves in a business 
way. The school is kind enough to keep
T HE Dean arose before the convoca­tion audience hushed with cramming for the next class, ‘To destroy a prevalent 
student body illusion, I asked the statistics 
department to employ its ninety compto­
meters and every statistician available 
(ninety-three adding machine brains) to 
compute comparative grades for school 
years 1875 to 1938 inclusive. Their fig­
ures show that the average mean reten­
tion for years 1903 to 1907 were average, 
and that class cuts grouped in equivalents 
of nine divisible by the professorial re­
tiring age were retroactive and compara­
ble to the yearbook allotment for maxi­
mum years, 1913 to 1920, war years de­
ductible. This shows a supernumery rela­
tive to eight-tenths of students competent 
to digest the statistics issued through the 
war department concerning overseas sex 
delinquency. It is easily seen that no 
alarming spread of divergence in grades 
has resulted through the foreboding sales 
tax on horn-rimmmed glasses and black 
felt hats. Juniors and seniors dismissed.” 
l i t
The Contributor magazine bids 
fair to achieve no little success. Thus 
the doghouse gives its other hand a 
little free publicity. But we also have 
a little concrete support from loyal 
alumnus Frank Schneller, who came 
through this week as the charter sub­
scriber to the new mag. It non­
plussed us a little at first to realize 
that our fame had spread so far. But 
new we're assailed with visions of an 
extra-mural circulation that will drive 
the huge presses of George Banta 
Publishing company to a record out­
put. We might add that Hank John­
ston, publicity director, is the lucky 
fellow who will sell the first copy of 
the mag across a newsstand. Do our 
imaginations play tricks on us if we
all kinds of magazine salesmen and other 
business riff-raff off the premises, and 
give the illustrious members of the stu­
dent body a clear field. If you want to 
work your way through college, the eas­
iest way is to be made student president. 
Then you are sufficiently well known to 
have your announcement of wares be giv­
en a respectful hearing. 1 am starting my 
campaigning now and expect to be so 
wealthy by the time I am a senior, that 
you will have no need for your social se­
curity.
Love from your
Prospective Magnate.
envision the Contributor magazine 
ten years hence sharing bricks with 
True Story, Cosmopolitan, and Sat­
urday Evening Post on the nation’s 
busiest newsstands?
* * •
There is a frequent visitor at our fra­
ternity house who represents at once a 
catch-penny hawker of cheap jewelry and 
a mysterious bond with the National Of­
fice, the official fraternity jeweler. He 
demands our patronage and the lucrative 
profits therefrom as a symbol of loyalty to 
the great Brotherhood. He strikes shame 
to our heart if we happen to be wearing 
the ornaments of a rival unofficial jewel­
er. His visits are always just at meal­
time, and he automatically becomes a 
guest at the fraternal board. His table 
talk is along lines of mutual acquain­
tanceship and of his days in the active 
chapter back at old Siwash. Though 
doubts flit through our minds that the 
brothers at old Siwash would ever have 
fallen prey to such an insignificant little 
bald headed drummer, we accept his 
statements in artless good faith. Our sales 
resistance is gone. The appeal of thin 
gold plate and fraternity crests and C.OD. 
is too much for us and we only begin to 
realize our folly after the little man has 
left r.nd our wits come cruelly back to us. 
« « t
Duties to be performed during Christ­
mas vacation:
1. Remove writing from last year’s 
Christmas cards.
2. Sleep.
Think about, studying.
Change sheets on bed at frat house. 
Sleep.
Shovel first few feet of sidewalk 
in front of old homestead.
7. Pretend to be looking up all old 
high school friends.
8. Plan safe and sane New Year’s Eve 
at Tony’s hangout.
A COLUMN just isn’t a column unless it instigates a crime wave or a re­form. Columns have to either uphold 
something, like a ceiling, or tear down 
something, like what mother thought you 
were only you aren’t. At the moment, 
there is a crying need for reform on this 
very campus, and I do mean you.
Take for instance the level of debase­
ment (not the Ariel office either) to 
which the standard of infirmary excuses 
has fallen. It stands to reason that the 
nurses with kind eyes aren’t going to ex­
cuse you for plain ordinary binging (with 
a soft "g”). And it isn’t orthodox to get 
excused for over-sleeping, even if you are 
the type to shoot the guy who wakes 
the bugler up. Nurses and deans are in­
telligent people, and need to be coped 
with in an intelligent manner.
The best technique, of course, is to 
so plastered with A’s and B’s that 
you don't ever have to get sick, but 
that’s neither here nor elsewhere, so 
technique of a more universal variety 
is needed. Now if you have the kind 
of face which lends itself readily to 
a green-around-the-gills aspect, you’re 
just plain lucky. You simply turn on 
the dispepsia or apoplectic look (de­
pending upon absence required) and 
you may fall deep into the arms of 
morpheus until you get rested, or he 
gets tired.
However, not all people have laces 
like that, so here are a few suggestions: 
(1) My eyes are weak, and I must stop 
studying for four days. They are getting 
slightly crossed already—see? (Then 
prove it. They can’t deny an obvious 
fact.) (2) I was having a nightmare dur­
ing my 8 o'clock, and you know what hap* 
pens when people are awakened too sud- 
denly! (Sleep walking can be used for 
variety.) (J) —but why go on? It’s only 
a matter of imagination and a convincing 
speech.
•  •  •
Is it just a rumor that the Lawren- 
tian is so out-classed by its neighbor, 
the Ariel, that it has to come out 35 
times a year to compete?
• •  •
Who are the close-mouthed rats who 
did us dirt and sneaked up the college 
average while we were blissfully con­
vinced that the faculty slapped us down 
en masse?
9. Sleep.
10. Spend one evening at home until 
parents go to bed.
11. Compile New Year’s resolutions.
12. Make annual visit to church in 
company of parents.
13. Retrieve class ring from high 
school flame.
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Vikings Face Toughest 
Game of Season at 
4:30 P. M.
Vikes Face DePauw Squad Tomorrow
Tiger Cage Team 
Has Impressive 
String of Wins
The second game on the sched­
ule for Coach Denney’s cagers will 
show the De Pauw Tigers in an 
afternoon gome tomorrow. The 
classy Green castle, Indiana team 
is on a tour of the Midwest, which 
takes in Oakland Center college. 
Evansville college, Lawrence, and 
then on Saturday. December 17 
Carroll at Waukesha: Monday, De­
cember 19, Beloit there; and on 
Thursday, December 22, Western 
State Teacher's college at St. Jos­
eph, Michigan.
The Indiana squad boasts an im­
pressive record with their oppo­
nents having failed to threaten so 
far. Last year DePauw won one 
and lost one from Purdue, Big Ten 
champions. They are expected to 
take the Vikes in stride, although 
Carroll’s veteran aggregation may 
prove a stumbling block to them. 
They have five seniors, with sev­
eral tall and experienced men 
among them. Two men are 6'3" in 
height. They rolled up over 50 
points against Rose Poly in . their 
opening game this season.
For Lawrence the same five that 
started the Mission House game 
will begin the contest. Buesing and 
Faleide at guards. Bennetts at cen­
ter. and Jackson and Cape at for­
wards will be the lineup if Cape 
recovers from an attack of influ­
enza. In case he fails to conquer 
Old Man Illness in time, Obbie 
Novakofski, that all-around back- 
field man, will replace him. Art 
Schade, lanky center, may be used 
quite a bit to offset the Gold 
team's height advantage.
During the last weak the Vikings 
have played the Wire Works and 
Y.M.C.A. teams from the City 
league, and the Kimberly Club 
quintets. Passing has been ragged, 
and the team has looked very weak 
on defense Shooting has been fair­
ly accurate, which is one consola­
tion.
From the Des Moines (la.) Register comes this group of selections. 
The Iowa paper sent to all coaches, assistant coaches, and newspaper 
writers for information and choices for these positions.
Faleide Stars as 
Vikes Win First 
Encounter 37-30
Kaemmer to be Hero 
At Banquet Tonifglit
First Choice Second Choice
Player and School Player and School
Novakofski (Lawrence) Scapecchi (Monmouth) 
Maertiweiler (Lawrence) Knudson (Cornell)
Horkey (Ripon)
Singer (Coe)
Wallen «Monmouth) 
Novakofski (Lawrence)
Knudson (Cornell) 
Virgili (Beloit) 
Christiansen (Knox) 
Reishus (Carleton) 
Novakofski (Lawrence) 
Hokenson (Cornell) 
llokcnson (Cornell) 
Bowman (Cornell) 
Kleinhaus <Knox) 
Morotti <Knox)
Jones (Lawrence)
Don Martin (Coo) 
Prasch (Coe)
El.slager (Coe)
Cisler (Coe)
Buesing (Lawrence) 
Maertzweiler (Lawrence)
Christiansen (Knox) 
Maertzweiler (Lawrence)
Krcmar (Ripon)
Johnson (Beloit) 
Maertzweiler (Lawrenc?) 
Cisler iCoe)
Garvfy (Lawrence) 
Norris (Coe)
Vipond (Monmouth) 
Vipond (Monmouth) 
Vickers (Monmouth) 
Clark (Carleton)
Leith Nelson (Monm'th) 
Zimonich (Beloit) 
Crawford (Lawrence)
Position
Running back 
Blocking back 
; Plunging back 
i Defensive back 
Linebacker 
Safety man 
Field general 
Forward passer 
Punter 
Placekicker 
All around back 
Offensive center 
Defensive center 
Running guard 
Defensive gua rd  ^
Offensive tackle 
! Defensive tackle 
Blocking end 
Defensive end 
' Pass catching end
Honor Roll
Running backs—Griffith (Beloit). Christiansen (Knox). Cisler (Coe).
Blccking backs— Kauzlarich (Monmouth), Horky (Ripon), Saccaro 
(Coe). Scapecchi (Monmouth).
Plunging backs—Plinske (Beloit), Kaemmer (Lawrence), Rcigel (Carlc- 
ton).
Defensive backs—Sapp «Monmouth), Cisler (Coe).
Linebackers—Horky (Ripon), Cisler (Coe), Hokea^on (Cornell).
Safety men—Lokrem (Carleton), Griffith (Beloit), Scapecchi (Mon­
mouth).
Field generals—Kauzlarich (Monmouth), Virgili (Beloit).
Forward passers—Skinner «Monmouth), Lokrem (Carleton), Sprague 
(Cornell).
Punters—Novakofski (Lawrence), Marshall (Coe), Larson (Ripon), 
Lokrem (Carleton), Sapp (Monmcuth).
Placekickers—Hokenson (Cornell), Christiansen (Knox), Nelson (Mon­
mouth), Leins (Coe).
All around backs—Virgili (Beloit), Scapecchi «Monmouth), Lokrem 
(Carleton).
Offensive centers—Oeschenslager 'Beloit), Swerm (Carleton), Norris 
(Coe).
Defensive centers—Garvey iLawrence), Rupp (Monmouth).
Running guard—Gaiko (Lawrence). •
Offensive tackles— Balliett (Ripon), Clarke «Carleton), Lyman (Cor­
nell), Jones (Lawrence), Punkett (Monmouth), Duncan (Beloit), Jone* 
(Lawrence).
Defensive tackle—Labenow lLawrenee).
Blocking ends—Prasch <Coe), Rock «Ripon), Crawford (Lawrence).
Defensive ends—Crawford (Lawrence). Patrick (Knox). Keily (Carle-
ton).
Pass catching ends—Larsen (Ripon), Jackson (Carleton), Nicol (Mon­
mouth).
Fair Crowd Sees Exhibi­
tion of Good, Had 
Basketball
Adolphus Squad 
Outswims Vikes
Hahn and Hench Take 
Second Places for 
V i k e s
Thr opening meet of the swim­
ming season proved disastrous for 
the Lawrence squad as Gustavus 
Adolphus swamped them 55-11 
last Monday.
Lawrence failed to take a sin­
gle fifst place and amassed their 
few points with two second ar.d 
five third places.
The Gustavus school presented 
one of the strongest teams in i\« 
history and set two new pool re­
cords. The first was set by Stake 
in the 100 yard back stroke with 
his time clocked at 1:75. Stake had 
formerly held the pool record of 
1:09.1 in this event set in 1937.
The other record fell in the med­
ley relay. The Gustavus squad 
swam the 150 yards in 1:28.4 to 
better Carleton's time of 1:29.4 set 
in 1936.
Hench, of the Vikings, looked 
good and Coach Dillion expects a 
lot of points from him this year. 
Hench was a close second to 
Sootsman of the Gustavus tankers 
in the 100 yard free style race. 
Hench has a powerful stroke and 
looked very good considering the 
short time the Vikes have been in 
training. He also took a third on 
training. He also took a third in 
the 50 yard free style. Ed Hahn
scored a second place in the 50 
yard free style when he pushed 
the winner Scotsman hard in a fast
race.
The most exciting race of the 
day was the 200 yard relay which 
the Gustavus won by a very 
narrow margin. Chadwick of Law­
rence slipped on hi* start and lost 
precious seconds. Hench of Law- 
rencc recovered a sizable bit of the 
lost distance and Hahn, swimming 
anchor man, tried to push out in 
: front, but lost by a few feet.
Chadwick who has been out with 
a knee injury showed a lot of 
promise and will be heard from 
j  considerably in the remaining 
I meets.
Yesterday the Vikes met the 
Green Bay Y M C A. and on Jan­
uary 6 will travel to Green Bay 
! for a return meet. The squad looks 
| very promising, although small.
! Summaries:
200 yd. relay 1) Gust.. Ad. (Han- 
, sen-Dahlberg-Peterson - Strom) 2) 
I,aw. (Chadwick-Spencer- Hench- 
I Hahn) time 1:53.4
100 yd breast 1) Gust. Ad. (Mc­
Millan 2) Gust Ad. (Walberg) 3) 
Lawrence (Wachtcr) time 1:16.5 
50 yd. free 1) Gust. Ad. (Soots­
man) 2) l^awrence (Hahn 3) Law­
rence (Hench) time :25.8 
200 yd. free 1) Gust Ad. (Proctor)
2) Gust Ad. (Hansen) 3) Lawrence 
(Spencer) time 2:23
100 Back 1) Gust. Ad. (Stake) 2) 
Gust Ad. «Proctor) 3> Law. (Chad­
wick) time 1:75 new pool record 
100 free 1) Gust. Ad. (Sootsman) 
2) Law. «Hench) 3) Gust. Ad. 
(Dahlberg> time 1:56.5
fancy diving 1) Gust. Ad. (Sells- 
trom) 2) Gust. Ad. (Dalby) 3) Law. 
(Humleker)
medley relay 1) Gust Ad. (Stake, 
McMillan. Sootsman) 2) L aw .  
(Chadwick, Orwig, Hahn) time 
1:28.4 new pool record 
Gustavus Adolphus—55 
Lawrence—11
Contributor it Out!
The I^wrence college cagers op­
ened their 1938-39 basketball sea­
son with a 37-30 win over the Mis­
sion House iMuskies of Plymouth, 
Wisconsin. The game was played 
before a fairly de-p* 
cent crowd, and 
the brand of bas­
ketball exhibited 
w a s  alternately | 
good a n d  bad.;
However, the ma- • 
jority of the time; 
b a d  basketball* 
was played. A t l 
times the Vikesi j  
looked great, but-^f 
they have a lot o i l  
work ahead i f *  '
Thursday g a m e  Faleide 
was any indication. The rebound 
\*ork of the Blue and White hoop- 
sters was especially weak. Mission 
House repeatedly scored on their 
more aggressive backboard play. 
Ragged passing and loose defensive 
play also characterized the play of 
the Vikes.
Mission House brought to Alexan­
der gymnasium a tall, versatile 
squad. Many times during the con­
test they threw a scare into Coach 
Denney's boys. At the end of the 
third quarter Mission House led 24- 
22. The outstanding Muskie was 
Warren Neerhof who collected a 
total of five field goals and two 
free throws for 12 points. It was 
Neerhofs great play that sparked 
his team to their third quarter lead.
First Quarter Slow
For the Vikes Norm Faleide play­
ed a bang up ball game. The Oak 
Park guard personally conducted a 
Lawrence rally by sinking four suc­
cessive baskets in the fourth stanza 
to put his team ahead. The Muskies 
appeared demoralized after this 
bucket parade. Faleide garnered 
eight points to play a brotherly love 
act with Welly Cape, Vike forward, 
who had three goals and two free 
throws for a similar total. Cape had 
his hook shot in good working or­
der. and his floor play was spark­
ling.
The first quarter was very slow. 
Cape started the evening's scoring 
with a push shot from the free
Turn to Page 6
Art Kaemmer will be the hero 
(or the goat) when Coach Heselton 
.speaks at the Kiel High school 
football banquet tonight. Kaem­
mer, Joe Maertzweiler, Jack Sell­
ers, and Vince Jones will accom­
pany Bernie to Art’s Alma Mater, 
“This is no little thing,” says 
Art, “they’re having it in the city 
hall and everything. They’re con­
ference champions this year,” he 
adds.
“What?” says Coach, “I thought 
they got beat by Omro."
“Yeah, but Omro’s not in the 
conference,” returns Kiel’s "local 
boy made good". “We got beat 
by Carroll, too.”
"“Well,” Bernie concludes, “then 
I can say, ‘Speaking as one champ 
to another’ anyway”
“You better be careful with your 
jokes," Art warns, “They don’t 
catch on very well down there."
“I hope they have steaks,” sighs 
Vince Jones.
Fen Men Report for 
Vike Wrestling Team
With the most extensive wres­
tling schedule ever carded facing 
Viking grapplers, there has so far 
been very little interest shown in 
this sport. A few men have been 
working out regularly, but many 
who have the ability and experi­
ence have not yet reported for 
regular workouts.
Says Coach Bernie Heselton. in 
charge of the matmen this year, 
“Unless more men start getting in 
shape, we might as well throw in 
the towel right now. The first 
match is only about a week after 
school starts again, and with this 
stiff schedule facing us, everyone 
must work hard."
The schedule:
January 4—Beloit at Beloit
February 11—U. of Wisconsin at 
Madison
February 18—Beloit here
February 28—U. of Wisconsin 
here
March 4—All College meet
March 11—Midwest meet at Ap­
pleton
Besides this, home matches with 
Ripon are being booked.
ATTEND MEETING
Piesident Thomas N. Barrows 
and Dean John S. Millis attended 
a meeting of the Wisconsin Asso­
ciation of College Presidents and 
Deans on Monday in Milwaukee.
Contributor it Out!
SCHMIDTS
Men's Weor Since 1898
Appleton. Wisconsin
L O S T  !
A Phi Del» Pin 
on Compus 
Mondoy, December 12 
Finder Pleose Return 
to Tom Gettleman
HENRY N. MARX 
ESTATE
Jewelry Since 1910 
Appleton
Make Our Office 
Your Headquarters 
For Any
EYE SIGHT Problem
Prompt Laboratory Service
Wm. G. Keller
Opt. D. 
OPTOMETRIST
121 W. College Ave.
Tel. 2415
•  * :
•  Storts FRIDAY •
GIGANTIC 3 H IT 
PRE - XMAS 
HOLIDAY SHOW!
Christmas Time is ^
I  Winter Sports Time
f  and that means POND'S
- » V  '
POLAR MITTS, Genuine Men's HOODED 
Aloskon Lomb Wool Lin- DADVAC
It. 89c °$2.35 Woterproof . $4i95
Men's and Ladies' Town & Country Cravanetted
Suede Leather Jackets
$7.95 up
Men's Woterproof All- £ * r.°!li!0ek
Wool
SKI PANTS . $5.85 JACKETSPOPLIN JACKET SKI PANTS .
LADIES' SKI SUITS
(Jackets and Pants to Match)
$4.95 to $17.95
*
$6.95
I POND Sport Shop
133 E. College Ave. Phone 1980 8'MB®
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Betas Win Creek 
Volleyball Race
Dells Finish Second With 
Phi’s in Third 
P l a c e
l«ast Saturday brought to a close 
the season’» interfraternity volley­
ball season. The Betas maintained 
their lead with no losses through* 
out the season. The Delts lost only 
one game, that to the Betas for 
a close second place.
In the final games last Saturday 
the Betas beat the Phi Delts two 
games straight with scores of 15-4 
and 15-5. The Delts took two 
games from the Phi Taus by 15-11 
and 15-5 margins. The Sig Eps won 
their series with the Delta Sigs on 
a forfeit.
Greek Volleyball Standing*
The final standings for the in­
terfraternity volleybaH tournament 
are as follows:
W. L Per. 
Bela Theta Pi 5 0 1000
Delta Tau Delta 4 I .800 
Phi Delta Theta 3 2 .600 
Phi Kappa Tau 2 3 .400 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 1 4 .200 
Delta Sigma Tau 0 5 .000 
The supremacy cup points to be 
awarded are 300 for first place, 
200 lor second. 125 for third, 75 for 
fourth, 40 and 20 for the last two 
places respectively.
With the volleyball standings, 
the Betas will automatically move 
to first place by a narrow margin 
from their previous second posi­
tion The Delts drop into a close 
second place. The Phi Delts and 
Sig Epa maintain their third and 
fourth places respectively. The 
Pin Taus have moved up to fifth 
position and the Delta Sigs have 
dropped to sixth.
The points for the supremacy 
cup race at the clo^e of the volley­
ball season are:
Beta Theta Pi 525
Delta Tau Delta •'»00 j
Phi Delta Theta 350 j
Sigma Phi Epsilon 165 J
Phi Kappa Tau 95 j
Delta Stgma Tau 60
Sports already completed include 
golf, touch football, and volleyball. 
Those yet to be completed this cur­
rent school year are basketball, 
which games will probably be 
played on Saturday afternoon aft­
er the opening of the second semes­
ter. Bowling will also soon be un­
derway. Track will follow as soon 
as weather permits In the spring, 
to be followed by baseball.
Ripon Wins Second tape 
Game of Season, 43-21
Ripon college eager* smothered 
the Milwaukee School of Engi­
neering. 43 to 21, Saturday night 
for their second victory of the sea­
son Ripon was in control all the 
way and used reserves frequently. 
The half time score was 25 to 6. 
Rees and Nirenberg each scored 
seven points for the Engineers.
Swarthmore defeated Beloit col­
lege Saturday night at basketball, 
44-31. with four of the Philadel­
phians sinking three field goals 
apiece.
Contributor is Out!
Deakins Begins State 
Visits to Interview 
Prospective Students
C. E. Deakins, registrar and ad­
missions officer, left Monday, De­
cember 12, for a week’s tour of Bea­
ver Dam, Juneau, Hartland and sur­
rounding territory in order to se­
cure prospective students and to 
confer with the families of present 
students at Lawrence.
Mr. Deakins annually covers the 
territory north of Milwaukee and 
the Minneapolis and St. Paul area, 
while Ralph Colburn, also of the 
admissions office, has charge of the 
Milwaukee-Chicago district. Mr. 
Towner manages the Chicago area. 
Conferences are held with students 
interested in attending Lawrence, 
and recommendations are secured 
from the high schools attended by 
these students. These reports are 
filed in the college admissions of­
fice to be referred to at a later date 
for the purpose of selecting students 
to enter Lawrence.
Discusses Problems of 
High School Students 
At Fond du Lac Meeting
Charles D. Flory, associate pro­
fessor of education, spoke at a 
meeting of the Fox River Valley 
Alpha Kappa chapter of Phi Del­
ta Kappa Tuesday evening at the 
Elk’s club in Fond du Lac.
His subject was “Social aod 
Emotional Problems of High School 
Pupils.” Mr. Flory is president of 
the group which was organized 
last month at Oshkosh. Member­
ship includes educators and per­
sons interested in education in this 
section of Wisconsin. Milton C. 
Towner, director of admissions is 
treasurer of the organization and 
also attended the meeting.
Mull Heads Team to
Volleyball Crown
Team 2. captained by Rosemary 
Mull, showed consistent superior­
ity in defeating team 10, captained 
by Barbara Rounds, for the intra­
mural volleyball championship. 
Both Elaine Buesmg and Rosemary 
Mull were outstanding for the win­
ners.
The final score. 32-21, is an in­
dication of the fight and spirit 
shown on both teams, for had 
team 2 let down for even a mo­
ment, it might have been a differ­
ent story. Neither team had lost a 
previous game.
Phi Mu Alpha Gathers 
Original Compositions
Phi Mu Alpha, recently installed 
musical fraternity, is making a sym­
posium of original unpublished mu­
sical compositions by Americans for 
a charter group. These composi­
tions will be selected from Ameri­
can music schools and composers. 
Beginning in February they will be 
presented in semi-public perform­
ances A group of the best composi­
tions from the collection will be se­
lected to be presented at a public 
recital and over the radio on the 
Columbia chain.
Two University of Chicago po­
litical science professors were 
elected to public office in the re­
cent election.
L A W R E N T I A N S !
Fountain Special
MALTED WHIP
Lar§e 
24-os. 
Glass Only IO
New — Delicious — Thicker — Golden Smooth. All flavors 
— and only 10c. It is mixed and tastes like the original 
Malted Milk — only it is Bigger and More Delicious. Try 
one tomorrow!
Voigt's Drug Store
Faleide Stars as 
Vikes Win, 37-30
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
throw line. Mission House retaliated 
with a gift shot by their diminutive 
forward, Neerhof. After another 
lag, Jackson and Buesing each 
swished baskets, and Bennets added 
another on a beautiful hook shot un­
der the basket. Two free throws by 
Buesing and Jackson gave Law­
rence a 11-1 lead going into the sec­
ond quarter.
The second quarter also started 
extremely slow, both quintets 
throwing the bail away time and 
again. Lawrence then increased 
their lead with buckets by Obbie 
Novakofski and “Buckets” Ben­
netts, and charity tosses by Cape, 
Jackson, Morton, and Art Schade 
for a total of 19 points at half-time. 
Mission House registered 12 points 
during the second quarter. Elroy 
Ruebel contributed two hooks, 
Neerhof a free throw, and B. Stueb- 
be and Dunn made long shots.
Faleide Outstanding
Art Schade opened the second 
half, scoring with two gift shots, 
and this was quickly followed by a 
bucket and charity heave by Wier- 
ville, Mission House guard. Necr- 
hof dropped in a hook shot from 
deep in the corner and Wierville 
added another free throw to bring 
the Muskie points to the 18 mark. 
Cape then hooped a short one and 
Neerhof broke through the lose Vi­
king defense to score three quick 
goals. This one-man attack brought 
the third period to a close with Mis­
sion House on the long end of a 24- 
22 score.
George Bennetts netted a two- 
pointer to knot the score at 24-all 
as the fourth quarter opened, but 
Ruebel counteracted with another 
of his deadly hook shots from deep 
in the corner. Faleide had been 
watching the fracas from the side­
lines while this was taking place, 
and apparently he was determined 
to erase this Muskie score. Coach 
Denney again inserted him into the 
lineup and immediately he took 
matters into his own hands. In less 
than three minutes he chalked up 
six points! Other Vikes caught on 
the bandwagon as Bennetts added a 
free toss and Jackson a field goal. 
Norm still wasn't satisfied, so he 
parted the strings for his fourth and 
final goal! For Mission House, 
Hodge counted on a tip-in, and
So the Perry Sisters 
Enjoyed Rockford Trip
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
significance in any girl's existence. 
Alas and alack! Scrutiny revealed 
that even there in a citadel of 
femininity, the masculine element 
rears its ugly head. Men are read­
ily imported from the community 
of Rockford, from nearby Beloit 
college, and from not-too-far Mad­
ison.
For 24 hours we dwelt within 
the quadrangle, and never did 
another school extend a warmer 
welcome to aliens than was tend­
ed us. The place fairly reeked with 
friendliness and comfortable un­
sophistication. Small wonder that 
we lingered till the zero hour in 
that Middle West community.
Yet, it was not with regret that 
we listened to the clang and the 
roar that announced the arrival of 
our train back into Appleton. For 
Lawrence had established invisible 
bonds of attraction and affection 
between itself and us that even 
Rockford hospitality could not be* 
little.
Wierville scored on a long shot to 
conclude the Muskie efforts for the 
evening. Cape added one more 
bucket to make the final result 37- 
30, 'Lawrence.
Boys in Savage Mood 
Both teams were decidedly off 
form from the foul line, Mission 
House missing 12 out of 16, and 
Lawrence failing on 15 out of 24 
tries! The boys on both quintets 
were in a savage mood, as shown by 
the fact that the officials called 32 
fouls during the course of the con­
test.
The box score:
L iw rtn c t—SI | M iuion H u t r - N
Cape.f 3
Novakof.sk i.f 1 
Jackson.! 2 
Morton, f 
Bennets.c 
Schade. c 
Faleide. g 
Kaenuner.g 
Buesing.g 
Lubenow.g 
Smith,g
C FT Pi
0 1! V 0.
G FTP
0 0 3
1  0a o
I  aWhiterab'it.f A 0 ‘ •S
C.Stuebbe.f 
2 B.Stuebbe.f 
Neerhof. f 
DeMott&.f 
Hodge.cS|1
Ruebel,g 
<> Wierwille.g
2 Dunn.g
ToUls 14 9 151 Totals 13 4 16 
Technical fouls—Lawrence ®. Mission 
House 1. Free throws missed—Lawrence 
15. Mission House 12.
Officials—Shields, Appleton; Feraacca, 
Green Bay.
Pop Warner, Football 
Mentor, Owes Success 
To Failure as Lawyer
Glenn S. “Pop” Warner, Temple 
university’s 68-year-old grid men­
tor, is one man to whom failure 
brought success.
After graduation from Cornell, 
Warner hung out his law shingle 
in his home town, and cooled his 
heels on top of his desk for two 
months without a single case. 
When the chance to coach Iowa 
State college came along, he took 
it with the intention of continuing 
his law work later. The twenty- 
five dollar per week salary, in the 
words of "Pop”, seemed like ‘‘big 
money.”
When “Pop” did decide to coach 
he did it in a big way, too. After 
he had accepted the job at low*, 
State, he received an offer from 
the University of Georgia which 
he also accepted, being probably 
the only football coach to hold 
two coaching jobs in one season. 
He devoted the first month of the 
season to Georgia. Following the 
characteristic Warner style, both 
teams had successful seasons.
“Pop” says, “Football got into my 
blood after the first season, and I 
never did go back to law work. I 
have been in the game for forty 
years and get a bigger kick out of 
it today than I did when I first 
started.’*
Contributor is Out!
For Christmas 
■, Cheer
« You Don't Need
$ Buy Nuts
'4 o t
THE NUT SHOP
(b é  
117 Z, CoBaf Art. 
APPLETOK, WIS.
Start On Even Terms 
with Any Other Student
by gett ing
the Pen that Has What It Takes 
to help you rate marks 
that you can write home about
You can SEE the level of ink 
at all times— 
fee when to refill—so it 
won’t run dry in classes or tests
Naturally, your Parents want you to 
start the new term on a par with any­
one else in your class. That’s why they’ll 
want you to back your brains with a 
Pen like the revolutionary new Parker 
Vacumatic 
Its Scratch-proof Point of Platinum 
and 14-K Go'd writes tike a 
breeze because it ’s tipped with 
jewel smooth Osmirtdium. twice 
as costly as ordinary iridium.
And the Parker Vacumatic won’t 
let you down by running dry un­
expectedly in classes or quixres.
Held to the light it shows the 
ENTIRE ink supply—shows when 
to refill- And it holds such a co­
pious reserve of ink to begin with that 
you need fill it only 3 or 4 times from 
one term to the neat.
Go to any good pen counter today 
dnd try this pedigreed Beauty of lami­
nated Pear1 and Jet—a wholly exclusive 
and original Style. And look for the 
smart ARROW clip. This identifies the 
genuine and distinguishes the owner.
The Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wis.
Makera of Parker Quink, the new pen- cleaning writing ink. 15c, 25c and up.
TELEVISION
■ VACU M ATtC& e*
M*a««ma wicmmiicaut iv m m  . .
P E N S :  
* 5  0
*8”  *10' 
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Three Manuscripts Used in
Lawrence’s Version of 'Dot’
The version of Dicken’s play. 
“Dot", which Lawrentians had the 
pleasure of witnessing this past 
week is unique in many ways. Un­
like the usual methods of playing 
from a script book which is stereo­
type in form and language, F. 
Theodore Cloak, director, devised 
an original transformation of three 
other manuscripts from which 
emerged the novel pattern which 
was staged in the chapel.
Not content with any single copy, 
Cloak spent a great deal of time 
In collecting three famous 
ings, rewriting them, adding to 
one, subtracting from another, 
transposing scenes and characters 
until he had uncovered a brilliant 
portrayal of holiday drama.
Used Prompter’s Copy
First of the three writings which 
Cloak edited to produce “Dot” was 
a prompter’s copy which belonged 
to J. L. Toole, famed American 
stage star, and is dated 1871. It 
was obtained through the courtesy 
of Samuel French of London, 
photographed and returned to 
England. Cloak then discovered a 
manuscript owned by the New 
York public library which includ­
ed notes in Dion Boucicault's own 
hand. Boucicault, the author of 
"Dot,” had written these for the 
use of a professional company 
playing in Syracuse, N. Y.
He had photostatic copies made 
of these, and returned them to the 
library.
From the William Seymour col­
lection of Princeton university 
came material for the third part of 
the script. The collection original­
ly came from the Boston museum 
and the story was made into a 
film strip for immediate use.
Difficalt Task
The process of collecting th e  
manuscripts was difficult, but the 
work of checking all of them prov­
ed even more troublesome.
The adaptation had to be written 
from these sources and Director 
Cloak spent long, confusing hours 
before he could produce, at length, 
the finished copy of “Dot.”
Both of the American manu­
scripts that belong to the New 
York Library and the Seymour 
collection of Princeton showed dif­
ferences in arrangement from the 
copy Toole owned. Most of th e  
variance was to be found in the 
first act—the scenes themselves be­
ing identical except for the addi­
tion of two speeches.
Out of a series of dramatic plays 
edited by 20 drama department 
heads of various colleges and uni­
versities came the plan for effect­
ing the transformation.
Faculty Members and 
Wives Attend Party
Members of the Lawrence col­
lege faculty and their wives gath­
ered Saturday night at Russell 
Sage hall for the annual Campus 
club Christmas dinner. A play 
written and acted by members of 
the organization and music pro­
vided the after dinner entertain­
ment. Mrs. Lawrence Towle was 
chairman of the dinner and Mrs. 
F. Theodore Cloak, of the pro­
gram.
Offer Awards of 
$500 for Essays
Entries Must be on Busi­
ness of Investment 
Banking
Three cash prizes of $300, $150, 
and $50 for the best essays which 
contribute to a better understand­
ing of the business of investment 
banking, were announced recently 
by the Investment Bankers Asso­
ciation of America at its conven­
tion at White Sulphur Springs.
The competition, which will be 
open to undergraduates (men or 
women) in American colleges and 
universities, will be judged by a 
distinguished Jury of Awards 
made up of five prominent indi­
viduals including the dean of Har­
vard law school and the president 
of the University of California. 
Papers are to be submitted by July 
1. 1939.
Francis F. Patton. A. G. Becker 
and Co., Chicago, chairman of the 
educational committee of the as­
sociation, explained that there are 
no restrictions as to the scopc and 
method of the essays sought. "Stu­
dents may treat the subject in its 
general aspects or concentrate on 
some special phase.” he said. “Pa­
pers may deal with one or more 
of the economic or social factors 
involved, present proposals for 
changes in the technique of the 
business, or consider phases of the 
regulatory measures of r e c e n t  
years.”
Ormsby and Peabody
Girls Hold Parties
A Christmas party was held in 
the parlor of Ormsby hall by the 
Ormsby girls last night. After 
eleven o’clock the girls gathered 
around the Christmas tree in their 
pajamas, and sang Christmas car­
ols. Mary May Crawford accom 
panied them on her accordian, and 
presents were received by every­
one from a large grab-bag which 
was well supplied with ten-cent 
presents.
Peabody house also held a pa­
jama party at eleven o'clock last 
night. To the tune of Christmas 
decorations and refreshments the 
Peabodyites exchanged gifts and 
sang carols.
D UKE UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.
Four terms of eleven week« are Riven 
each jrear. These may be taken consecu- ttvely (graduation in three and one-quar- 
ter year*) ar three terms may be taken 
•ach year (graduation in four yearn). The 
entrance requirements are intelligence, character and three years of college 
w»rk, including the subjects specified for Class A medical schools. Catalogues and 
application forms may be obtained from 
the Admission Committee.
B x  U p  T t r J J m  j
T fljsnA L tfL  |
4 Be sure to wrap your g 
Christmas packages in 
the latest style this year. 
Modes in wrapping pa* 
pers, tags, seals, and rib­
bons change constantly 
as new materials, new 
styles, and new ideas ap­
pear.
The best guarantee of 
up-to-the-minute pack­
ages is to use the new 
Hallmark Gift Dressings, 
the finest obtainable. 
Our new display is com­
plete enough to satisfy 
your every requirement.
PETTIBONE'S
Karl Mathie, 72, 
Former Lawrence 
Trustee, Is Dead
Widely Known Wisconsin 
Industrialist Dies 
In West
Karl Mathie, 72, Lawrcnce grad­
uate and former trustee, widely 
known Wisconsin industrialist, and 
in 1922 a candidate for the nomina­
tion for governor on the Democrat­
ic ticket, died unexpectedly at Los 
Angeles recently of heart disease, 
the Associated Press reported. Mr 
Mathie went to Los Angeles a week 
ago from his home at Wausau.
Mr. Mathie, born in Wausau, was 
graduated from Lawrence college 
in 1891 and studied for a year at 
Harvard. He was assistant pastor of 
the First Congregational church in 
Appleton for two years and a trus­
tee of Lawrence college from ’ 09 
to 1934.
He served as superintendent of 
schools at Wausau for nine years 
held at the First Universalist 
church there, 
and in various offices in the Wis­
consin Education association. In 
1932, 10 years after he was a candi 
date for Democratic nomination as 
governor, he sought the Democratic 
nomination for a seat in congress 
from the Sevwith congressional dis 
trict
Active in the early days of the 
state’s paper making industry, M 
Mathie was one of the organizers 
of the Marathon Paper Mills com­
pany of Rothschild and the Moe- 
inee Paper Mills company at Mosi-
Former Trustee Dies
KARL MATHIE
nee. He was a thirty-second degree 
Mason, Rotarian, and a prominent 
member of the Universalist church. 
He prcached for a year at a church 
in Miami, Fla.
Survivors are the widow; two 
daughters, Mrs. Earl Tippett, Mil­
waukee; Mrs. James Bell, New 
Rochelle, N. Y.; five grandchildren 
Mrs. Mathie accompanied the 
body to Wausau, arriving this 
week. Funeral services will be
The University of Southern Cali 
fornia has established a new course 
to teach women their legal rights 
under the laws of the state.
Contributor is Out!
C omingonvocation
Friday, December 16: A Cappcl- 
la choir will sing Christmas 
music.
Tuesday, January 3: Musical pro­
gram presented by the Con­
ker vatory of Music.
Dartmouth college is one of the 
few U. S. colleges that has an of­
ficially recognized student fire de­
partment.
231 E. College Ave. 
Phene 5308 Appleton, Wit.
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Lawrence Library Selected as 
'Time Capsule’ Key Depositry
New Art Club Holds 
Initial Meeting in 
Home of A. F. Megrew
The Art club met for its first
--------------  | ----------------------------- ! meeting last Monday afternoon in
Mire Anna M. Tarr college lib- , th cxflct , t| f u b the home of A. F. Megrew, instruc- 
rarian, has announced that the m  f th t Jh t tor in art h story and appreciation.
Lawrence college library has been tjmc .The new club, organized by en-
selected a s o n e o f  thedepositories IncIuded in this capsule
for preserving the book record j books and pictures that show of the ‘Time Capsule . Tins key, wherp and howPwe hve The arls
and entertainment of our day, the 
games we play, the history and 
development of painting, music,
which is now on display at the lib­
rary. will tell the world in 0939 
A. D. where the Time capsule is 
located and what the contents are.
In this capsule, capable of re­
sisting the effects of time for 5.000 
years, and deposited on th e  
grounds of the New York Worlds 
Fair of 1939, are records of 1938 
civilization. If people do not know 
in 093» where the capsule lies, 
there may be found in this key
thusiastic Chicago art “trippers,1 
plans other week-end visits to var­
ious neighboring cities for the 
purpose of viewing art exhibits.
Meetings will be held every 
week in Science hall at which 
time members will work on theirmotion pictures, and radio are all memue™ wiuincluded i ,nd,v,dual projects. Once a month
Enclosed with the Holy Bible is
Bethurum Speaks 
On English Life
CONTINUED FROM PAG F 1
the Lord's Prayer, translated into 
300 different tongues. The outlines 
of the world’s principle philoso­
phies are also included.
. It contains many articles that 
we wear and use. Since this seems 
to be the age when our women are
the club plans to meet at Mr. Me- 
grew's home in the evening, and 
at alternating meetings the mem­
bers will criticize each other’s 
work and listen to outside speak­
ers.
The club is made up mainly of 
Mr. Megrew’s art tutorial students.
considered most beautiful, most in- Monday a“ e™00P; J ï ï L ~ ° ï ï ?
for the best achievements of civ­
ilization.” commented Mis* Beth-
telligent. and best groomed of all
the ages, specimens of cosmetics 
as well as one of the singular 
clothes creations of our time, a 
woman’s hat, arc all contained in 
the capsule. Furthermore, many 
other things of interest are being 
kept which the key describes.
Anyone during the next 5.000
urum Nevertheless, her favorite I 4yue.ar* . Wh° should happen upon 
library is the Bodleian at Oxford. th‘s Time capsule is admonished 
which is intimate and small, in- " ot to wantonly destroy for to 
stead of being large and imper- ? so would be to deprive the peo-
sonal as the British Museum's. ! P ° ,^ai. cra i ac.u WC
In discussing the admirably ele-! them. Cherish it theie-«.... li-u i:#„ .u.. fore in a safe place.”mcnts of English life, the speaker 
mentioned the sense of social re- f 
sponsibility. There Is a British 
willingness to assume civic tasks 
that is unlike the American feel- 1 
ing of “let the officials run th e  
government.”
Traveler Derides Own Fee
Another quality which astonishes 
Americans is the honesty of the 
British, said Miss Bethurum. Here 
in America one can hardly imagine 1 
that in England a bus passenger' 
pays according to the distance he 1 
travels, and he himself judges the 
distance There is a deep l> i i p  
honesty in the people of Britain 
which can be seen even in politics, | 
when- the lack of honest s i ,  80 
apparent in America.
In English education the govern­
ment and the universities are in 
constant contact. Said Miss Bethu­
rum. "The result of this close con­
nection between public and uni­
versity life is that politics attracts 
the best minds of the country and 
that an Englishman still considers 
public service the highest honor 
and greatest reward.
George VI and Queen Elizabeth, 
but in the fact that the English­
man’s deepest satisfactions depend 
so little on his being a part of an 
empire or even upon economic 
stability." The Britain bases his 
faith in the land.
U. S. Lacks Beauty of Land
When she returned from abroad 
Miss Bethurum felt the lack of op­
portunity to enjoy the land here in 
America. “The possibility of cor­
recting excesses of our national 
temperment by some such sobering 
attention to the lands seems the 
best hope we have. It may be that 
the reconditioning of the land and 
the reconditioning of the mind 
might prove to be the same pro­
cess.”
Make and Perry Will 
Attend Forensic Meet
Dorothy Blake and Florence Per­
ry will represent Lawrence at the 
second series of the forensic par­
leys at Madison. December 13 and
were served by Mrs. Megrew. and 
the members were accorded the 
privilege of seeing Mr. and Mrs. 
Megrow's young daughter, Anne.
Town Girls Provide 
For Christmas Basket
This Christmas season the Town 
Girls association will provide a 
needy family with a basket. The 
committee appointed to take care 
of the basket includes Dorothy 
Blake, Katherine Peterson. Rose­
mary Probst, Annabelle Wolfe and 
Victoria Reinick.
L. W. Towle Speaks at 
Pan-American League
L. W. Towle, associate professor 
of economics, was the guest speak­
er at a meeting of the Pan-Ameri­
can league at 4 o’clock Monday 
afternoon at the home of Mrs. 
Thomas N. Barrows. His subject 
was “The Effect of the Opening 
and Exploration of South Amer­
ica on European Countries.”
Contributor is Out!
Millis Speaks Before 
County Medical Group
Members of the Outagamie Coun­
ty Medical society entertained 
their wives at a dinner at the Con­
way hotel last Wednesday at 
which Dean John S. Millis was 
the principal speaker.
Talks were also given by Dr. A l­
bert Leigh, Kaukauna, president 
of the society. Dr. W. O. Dehne, 
Appleton, vice president, and Dr. 
A. E. Rector, president of the Wis­
consin State Medical society.
Eta Sigma Phi Holds
Saturnalia Banquet
The annual Saturnalia banquet 
given by Eta Sigma Phi was held 
at Ormsby hall on December 12. 
Guests at the banquet were mem­
bers of the Greek, Latin and my­
thology classes.
Following the banquet. Eliza­
beth Strauschild gave a brief talk 
explaining the meaning and origin 
of the Saturnalia or Christmas fes­
tivities. A. H. Weston, professor of 
Latin and Greek, read a version of 
Luke’s Christmas story in Greek, 
and Miss Edna Wiegand, associate 
professor of Iatin, read it in Latin
Wisconsin U. Student 
Confesses Alteration 
O f Student Ballots
Charles Higgins, a University of 
Wisconsin student, admitted before 
a student court Saturday that he 
had altered 16 ballots and voted 
twice in the campus election for 
junior prom king November 3.
Higgins earlier Saturday h a d  
pleaded not guilty to a charge of 
“stuffing” 63 ballots in the election. 
This charge was dropped when he 
confessed to his own acts and said 
that while acting as poll supervisor 
he ha^. permitted another person, 
unidentified, to vote five times.
The court took the case under 
advisement pending outcome of a 
John Doe investigation conducted 
by students. It has power to rec- 
commend that Higgins be expelled 
: from the university and to call 
either a new class election or order 
I a recount.
In conclusion, the entire group join­
ed in singing Christmas carols in 
Latin.
Marian Cooley, social chairman, 
and Elizabeth Strauschild were in 
charge of the arrangements.
These virtues are considered bv H. The parley will continue with
many other countries as dull; the 
people are regarded as slow and 
are accused of a want of serious­
ness. Yet Britain has stood for ages 
under these principles 
Describes English Countryside 
Miss Bethurum spoke of the 
beauty of the English countryside. 
It is not as spectacular as our 
Grand Canyon, but it is beautiful 
in its simplicity. “The ideal and the 
reality for many people is to live 
in the country." They enjoy it and 
protect it. There are throughout 
England evidences of the past 
which are protected by the citi- 
rens, such as the chalk hills and 
the Roman roads.
The Englishman's stability re­
sults from an intimate contact with 
the earth. “The hope of Britain is 
not in the affection of Australia 
or India or South Africa for
the round table discussion of the 
question. “Are the economic prin­
ciples of a totalitarian state de­
sirable?"
Koletzke'?
For
Picture Framing
and
Instrument
Repoiring
We have successfully served 
Lawrence for 50 years and still 
maintain this excellent service.
LOST?
Your watch, books, fountain pqn, 
jacket, girl?
WANTED?
Books, old quiz papers, 
a honey?
FOUND?
Pocket book, Love?
USE THE LAWRENTIAN 
CLASSIFIED COLUMN
25c per insertion limit 35 words
Deadline Noon on Monday -- Preceding Date of Publication
A TRIANGLE TO 
END TROUBLES
LENTHÉRICS fhree tri- 
angular flaconi of their fa­
mous After Shave Lotion, 
Men’» Eau da Cologne, and 
Scalp Stimulant lettle mas- 
culina grooming trouble» in 
a trice. These "THREE 
MUSKETEERS" are con- 
tamed compactly in a 
mannish band-boi for $1 95.
PETTI BONE'S
